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Pheeeew....dont know about all you fit young Cup Fans but I’m just getting over a very big 3 
days of Motofest and the final round of our Cup. That was full on and what fun! Perfect 
weather and a massive entry list with a huge variety of machinery from factory Grand Prix 
YZR500’s to GIXXER 150’s. Legends old and young and some awesome racing which is why we 
are there of course. 
 
 
With 28 entries we had a good presence at this great event on the Road Race Calendar, 
although 42 would have been more impressive.  We had a practice and a qualifying which was 
great and the time to learn the longer track was useful as some of the corners on this layout 
take some getting right. Not many surprises really when the times were printed with Jacob 
landing pole in the Ninja Cup with a 1:53.771 some 1.874 ahead of Zak Fuller and 2.937 ahead 
of Hamish. Dave and Lee rounded out the Ninjas in 4th and 5th. 
Jesse was on fire on the Spectrum X4R with a 2:03.003 for pole chased by Nick Burke on 
the CCMS X4R 2:03.598 then Justin “no seat” Reid on his GT250R 2:05.352 and the front 
row rounded out by the Crusher Grant Cullen, 2:05.603.  
 
 
Race 1 on Saturday afternoon was a non event when a crashed bike prompted a flag marshal 
to pop a red flag out with no red lights on from circuit control. Very confusing for the field 
with some riders slowing and returning to the dummy grid and others racing on who hadn’t 
been past the red flag. The race was considered null and void by the COC so no points. 
Following this it was decided to offer double points in our grid start race on Sunday to have 
the same number of points on offer as was intended for the weekend. 
 
 
 
 



 
Lozza May, X4R fighting Josh Augustine GT250R 

 
Race 2: Our Le Mans race kicked off in front of an eager crowd who love the excitement of 
the running race and a first corner which doesn’t always include the fastest qualifiers. 
Indeed Jacob and Jesse didn’t get away that well and were back in the pack heading down 
the first straight to turn 2. Pretty soon the usual suspects were leading the 2 Cup classes 
with Jacob stretching out to a comfortable 6.4 second lead over a fast improving Hamish 
Fox. Zak, Dave and Lee rounded out the Ninja class. 
The Hyosungs had an eventful race with 5 DNF’s! Including Michael Patchett, Grant Crusher 
Cullen (crash), Brett Butler, Nick Burke (broken chain) and Colin Box (broken chain). 
Meanwhile at the front Jesse was in his stride and cracking the 2:02’s. Josh Augustine 
chased him on the GT250R with a 10 second gap back to Justin Reid. A great ride was put in 
by JT on his mint X4R coming home a PB 4th with Chris Smith, Caleb Stroud, Lozza May, Sean 
White, Hadleigh Thomson and Esmond Williams rounding out the top ten. The crash from 
Grant Crusher was a big turning point in this Championship as he had a good lead heading into 
the round. This put Jesse 15 points ahead going into our final race of the season which was 
of course double points, so still up for grabs. 
 

 
Cup Cop Andy Ansell wanting Hadleigh Thomson to pull over ;-) 



Race 3: With the Ninja Cup already in the bag Jacob didn’t need to go too hard but still 
managed a 3.6 second lead over Hamish at the finish to take out the Ninja Cup with a near 
perfect points haul for the season. He really enjoyed racing the new Ninja 400 and only had 
good things to say about the package that is basically a LAMS bike but with proper pedigree 
from the big brothers in the Ninja range. 
Jesse and Nick Burke went out hard on their X4R’s trying to gap Justin, Grant, Josh and 
Lozza. With the Crusher on a borrowed bike he was not in his usual super fast zone and had a 
moment which dropped him well back. After Nick encountered some gear change issues Jesse 
pulled away and won by 6 seconds to win his first Carl Cox Motorsport Championship. An 
awesome achievement in a field of some very quick riders. Fighting groups in this race 
included Justin, Josh and Lozza for 3rd finishing in that order and Chris and Colin Box for 
6th. Turiana put in a spectacular ride to chase home Esmond who finished 8th. 

 

 
Full attack by JT on his immaculate X4R       

 

  
                                            Road Race Rookie Hamish “Flying” Fox 

Thanks for the photos Steve and Shaun Parker 
 



So thats it for season eight of the Cup bar our official prize giving to be held in May at the 
AMCC prize giving, details to follow. Massive thanks to our sponsors who have the faith to 
keep supporting our Championship, thank you to all the racers and the crews who support 
them, thanks to all the volunteers that put on our race days, thank you to Bruce McLaren 
Motorsport Park for their special track time offers and just being so accommodating and 
helpful. 
 

                      
 
          CCMS Ninja Cup Championship Podium           CCMS Hyosung Cup Championship Podium 
                                                                              

 
The future of our Cup really depends on how well supported it will be by the riders. I am 
happy to listen to any suggestion of how the Cup can be improved or spiced up so please send 
me your thoughts. I know of several Ninja 400’s that are being readied to join the grid and 
older Hyosungs being changed for X4R’s.  
As you all know Spectrum Motorcycles will be closing on March 30 and whilst our shop has 
traditionally been the home of the Cup I can still provide you with all the Hyosung and Ninja 
400 parts required, and will also be looking to partner a tyre supplier next season with a view 
to supplying tyres at a better rate for you all.  
 
Lets see what evolves over the next few months, you can always contact me by FB message, 
ken@hyosung.co.nz, ken.dobson@mtf.co.nz, 021 977 553 or 280 4728 
 
 



PS: I would like to congratulate all the past and present Cup racers who performed so well in 
the NZSBK classes over the weekend. Connor London, Dan Mettam, Nathanael Diprose,  
Michael Patchett, Josh Augustine, Jacob Stroud, Jesse Stroud, Aaron Lambourne, Avalon 
Biddle and of course one of Spectrums best supporters Scott Findlay.  

 
 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 


